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Abstract: An integrated object framework, called BCOF (Building Construction Object
Framework), for realization of ISO Building Construction Core Model (ISO BCCM or ISO
Part106 ) is proposed in this paper to address the multidisciplinary problems of information
integration in the AEC (Architecture, Engineering, and Construction ) industry. Discussions
are given first on both the issues related to information integration in the AEC industry and
the design considerations of BCOF. Then, the preliminary design and implementation of
BCOF are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many project models have been designed and
proposed in the literature for solving the
multidisciplinary problems of information
integration in the AEC (Architecture, Engineering,
and Construction) industry [1-4]. The two most
important international standards for integrating all
AEC information models are the ISO STEP
(STandard for the Exchange of Product model data)
[2,5] and IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) [6,7],
defined by an international organization called IAI
(International Alliance for Interoperability). To
promote exchange and sharing of information in the
AEC industry, IFC defines a set of standards similar
to those AEC-related standards (e.g., Part106,
AP225, AP228, and AP230) of ISO STEP.
Although IFC addresses more on the software
techniques than ISO STEP, both of them focus only
on the standardization of data interfaces without
consideration of integrating actual software systems
needed for their realization. This work proposes an
integrated object framework, called BCOF (Building
Construction Object Framework), for realization of
ISO Building Construction Core Model (ISO BCCM
or ISO Part106) using pre-defined software
components.

Currently, COMMIT (Construction Modeling
and Methodologies for Intelligent integraTion of
information) [8-11] and OPIS [3] are two research
efforts very similar to BCOF. Both of them can also
be treated as object frameworks. The major
difference between BCOF and them is on the
mechanism of how to integrate legacy AEC systems.
COMMIT has little support for the integration
mechanism, while OPIS can integrate legacy AEC

systems in the front tier (i.e., legacy CAD systems
can be connected through its front-end GUI). Both
of them use only one specific Object-Oriented
Database (OODB) to store information. Therefore,
existing legacy database systems cannot be easily
reused and incorporated into the COMMIT or OPIS
environment for development of AEC information
management systems. In this work, BCOF is
designed to accommodate different databases and to
facilitate the integration of legacy AEC systems as
well as new ISO STEP systems within BCOF
through a SDAI-like data access interface.
Furthermore, BCOF takes advantage of advanced
information techniques (such as actors, components,
and business object frameworks) to achieve high
reusability and integration.

In the remainder of this paper, discussions
are given first on the problems of information
integration in the AEC industry as well as the design
considerations of BCOF. Then, the preliminary
design and implementation of BCOF are presented.
The emphasis is placed on the design of BCOF to
facilitate the following two tasks: (1) integration of
international standards (especially ISO STEP
Part 106 and AP225) and domestic industry
standards; (2) integration of legacy AEC systems in
the BCOF environment. Finally, some conclusions
from this work are drawn.

2. INTEGRATION ISSUES AND DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS OF BCOF

This section discusses the issues related to
the integration of international and domestic AEC
multidisciplinary standards, the integration of legacy
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AEC systems, and the integration of product data

and business rules. In addition. the design

considerations of BCOF are described.

Integration of Inte rnational and Domestic lnrlusnV

Standards

The object framework technique can be used
to solve the integration problems for information
systems (IS) in a domestic industry [121. For
example, a domestic AEC information model and
some pre-defined components (i.e.. domestic
industry standard) can be provided using the object
framework technique to enforce various AEC
programs within the same software architecture.
However, when the problem becomes integration of
IS between a domestic industry standard and an ISO
international standard, some integration rules are
needed to enable the integration of objects in the
different frameworks of standards.

Currently, ISO STEP provides the
Application Reference Model (ARM) for exchange
of information among its parts in different
hierarchical levels. For example, the ARM of
AP225 (application protocol for building elements
using explicit shape representation) can neap AP225
objects to AP203 objects and AP228 (for Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning. HVAC) can then
reuse the information provided by AP225. All of
these APs make references to Partl06 (BCCM).
However, Part106 does not have an explicit ARM at
this moment. Furthermore, even a complete Part106
ARM would not provide mechanism of mapping
Part106 objects to the objects in a domestic industry
standard, which are the basic building blocks of a
typical domestic AEC system. Therefore, some
integration rules, which are not addressed by STEP,
should be developed for integrating the international
and domestic AEC industry standards.

According to the definition of Part 106. three
kinds of information objects can be classified as

follows [ 131:
I. Information objects independent of any AEC

domain: These objects can he referenced and

used in every AEC domain.
2. Information objects related to every AEC

domain: These objects must be defined in every
parts of an AEC standard. The integration
problem becomes how to map these objects
within different contexts. For example, a AP228
object can at least use the interface of Part106 to
retrieve information from AP225 objects.

3. Information objects related to some AEC
domains: An example of these objects are steel
structure objects defined in AP230 (for building
structural frame: steelwork). They are similar to
those of the second kind, so the same integration
rules can be used to solve the integration problem

for them.
4.

It is possible that the inturnouion objects sc it"
the same name exist in more than two different AEC
domains, e.g.. the building objects (entities)
AP225 and PartI06. They are designed for different
purposes and, therefore, have different data

structures . From the perspective of AEC processes.
it is rational to have this kind of situation that objects
in different AEC information domains, although

representing the same real world object. manage

only attributes needed in its own domain. Therefore.

the solution to the integration problem is not to
define a general object sharable among all AEC

domains for the same real world object.
Furthermore, it is often difficult, even for the domain
experts, to distinguish whether two objects in
different domains of standards correspond to the

same real world object or only some of their
properties come from the same real world object.

In this work, the following integration rules
based on the principle of ARM are used in the design

of BCOF:
1. For integration of two objects corresponding to

the same real world object, the inheritance
relationship can be used to connect the more
general one to the more specific one.

2. For integration of two objects corresponding to
the similar real world object, the delegation
relationship can be used to connect the more
general one to the more specific one.

3. No integration is needed for two objects
corresponding to different real world objects.

Integration of Legacy AEC Systems

The ISO STEP community has long-term

spent huge efforts to develop standards in many
different industries. Consequently, STEP Part22
(Standard Data Access Interface, SDAI) is defined to
provide a programming interface for information
exchange among different STEP domains [21.
Actually, SDAI is a meta-object protocol, i.e.. the
client program can send a message with the name.
method, and parameters of an object to any other

object at run -time. Using the meta-object protocol

often results in the best flexibility and creates a high

threshold for the message broker [ 14].
In terms of SDAI, the SDAI-compliant driver

for databases is hard to implement. But once the

database supports the driver, users of the database

can have great flexibility of interfacing with the
database and integration of legacy systems can be

made easier. To provide great flexibility for

integrating legacy AEC system within the BCOF

environment , a SDAI-like data access interface is

designed in BCOF.

Integration of Product Data and Business RuIcs

The goal of ISO STEP is to provide a
standard product data model, not the business object
model. On the other hand, modeling business rules
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and providing a flexible mechanism that can update
these rules easily are the responsibility of a business
object model because these business rules are highly
dependent to certain company policies and change
rather rapidly (which can not become an
international standard). Traditionally, this problem
can be solved through the use of database stored
procedures. In an object-oriented system, the concept
of an object can also help us to model these methods
and properties within a class definition.

As many researches have recognized, there
are three levels of STEP implementation: simple file
exchange through translator, on-memory database
exchange using SDAI, and knowledge-based
information exchange using agents [2][5]. In this
work, the SDAI-like data access interface
implemented in BCOF belongs to the highest-level
of STEP implementation (i.e., knowledge-based
information exchange using agents) and is AP-based.
In addition, BCOF uses the business object with
properties and methods, instead of the product data,
as the building blocks for integration of product data
and business rules.

The structure of a BCOF business object is
shown in Fig. 1. The reasons for designing two
separate objects, i.e., an entity object and a
transactional object, in the business object of BCOF

are discussed in more detail in [15]. The ideas are
briefly described below:
1. The purposes of a transactional object are

twofold: to wrap the legacy AEC program and to
transfer legacy database's information into SDAI
forms.

2. Both the transactional object and the entity object
form the concept of a real world object. In this
design, the object granularity is kept small, but
the lifetime of a business object can be still long
like a traditional object. The lifetime of a
transactional object is short because the simple
principle from the transactional processing field
should be followed: "Drop any resource if
possible."

In addition, The entity object has three interfaces:
1. The SDAI-like data access interface: the design

of the interface is based on the principle of
SDAI. which is independent of any
implementation approaches [5]. Therefore, any
client can use any object that supports the
interface. The only constraint is that the client
must obey the call sequence showed in Fig. 2.
The call sequence is derived from the OODBMS
principle which states that any object has three
states: the initial state, the transient state, and the
persistent state [ I5].

2. AEC-specific business service interfaces: these
are the interfaces related to company policies and
are used to model the business rules.

3. Interfaces for ISO STEP or domestic industry
standard: these interfaces are designed for
integrating various AEC standards. The

integration strategy for these interfaces has been
discussed earlier in this section.

3. PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF BCOF

The preliminary design and implementation
of BCOF are shown in Fig. 3_ There are four object
layers in BCOF along with several software
components. Some of them are briefly described as

follows:
• Service Object Layer: this layer is designed to

provide specific services to the process object
layer and the business object layer.
I. Security Management Service: this is

designed to provide log-in and log-out
information, and to authenticate the
validity of the client, the message. and
the object.

2. Relationship Service: if two objects of
the business object layer are stored in
different databases, this can provide
query services.

3. XML Document Service: this is designed
to provide an XML document whose data
source is the business object layer and its
template is stored in the DTD and XSL
files.

4. Queue Service: this is designed to
provide an asynchronous message
transfer mechanism to an XML document
object.

• Business Object Layer: this is designed for
providing AEC business object services.
1. Database: there are three different

databases used in BCOF currently:
UniSQL for storing Part 106. Express
Data Manager (EDM) for storing AP203.
and SQL Server for storing documents.

2. Persistence and Version Interfaces: this is
the SDAI-like data access interface. Note
that the version interface uses the
persistence interface to implement
version control.

• Process Objects Layer: this is designed to
control the execution of an AEC process. It
sends messages to many entity objects to
manage the execution of an process.

• Graphics User Interface Layer: this is designed
for visualization of the final results of an AEC
process.

In addition , BCOF takes advantage of the

actor, component , and object framework techniques
to achieve high reusability and integration. The
following described briefly how these techniques are
used in the implementation of BCOF.
• Actors model the perspective users. They

constitute anything that is external to the
system we are to develop [16], In this work,
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the actor is the client of any BCOF component.
Its purpose and functionality in BCOF are to
circumscribe the boundary of a component.
while BCOF must support a secured and
flexible environment to the actor.

• Components are binary units of independent
production, acquisition, and deployment that
interact to form it functioning system [17]. In
fact, a component consists of some interfaces
and objects. The client may be another object,
or an independent GUI program. The most
important contribution of components to the
object technology is the separation of interfaces
and objects [18]. In BCOF, the Engineering
Drawing component is implemented in C++
and VB with EDM for storing AP203 objects,
and the Contract component is implemented in
VB with SQL Server for storing documents.
They can all communicate with the Partl06
component which is implemented in C++ with
UniSQL for storing construction core
information.

• An object framework is a partially complete
software (sub-) system that is intended to be
instantiated. It defines the architecture for a
family of (sub-) system and provides the basic
building blocks for their creation. It also
defines the place where adaptations for specific
functionality should be made. In an object-
oriented environment, a framework consists of
abstract and concrete classes [19]. Note that
BCOF can be decomposed as many
components and objects, meaning that BCOF is
undoubtedly an object framework that can be
used to help develop AEC information systems.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary design and implementation
of an integrated object framework, called BCOF

(Building Construction Object Framework), has been

presented in this paper. BCOF is proposed here for
realization of ISO BCCM (or Partl06) in order to
address the multidisciplinary problems of
information integration in the AEC Industry. By

taking advantage of advanced information

techniques. BCOF not only supports a SDAI-like

data access interface to facilitate integration of

legacy AEC systems and new ISO STEP systems

within the BCOF environment, but also provides a

highly reusable and flexible object-oriented
environment for development of AEC systems.
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